Ensure Uniform Coverage
of Foliar Applications

®

The industry’s leading foliar surfactant

CapSil ensures uniform spreading and coverage even on
the most difficult to wet surfaces. This 100% active blend
of organo-silicone and non-ionic surfactants gives you full
coverage with every application.

•

Helps water and chemicals spread
and penetrate even waxy leaves

•

Reduces wilting of stuck cuttings
after misting

•

Promotes faster rooting and
establishment of cuttings

CapSil outperforms the competition
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Achieve better results using less.

Spread Area of CapSil and Competitive Products
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Spread Area

CapSil was tested against the
competition at varying rates by
placing the solutions on a water
repellent film. Droplets were applied
via pipette to ensure droplet
size uniformity. Spread area was
measured after 1.5 minutes. Then
the area was cut out and weighed
and the weights were used to
determine the relative spread areas
of each of the droplets. Trials for
each solution rate were replicated
five times. CapSil exhibited superior
performance at all rates tested.
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Ensure Uniform Coverage
of Foliar Applications

Save money with fewer applications

Foliar applications are an important part of your growing
program, but not always the most efficient. Many leaf
surfaces are waxy, which means your foliar directed
chemicals bead up and run-off or do not spread evenly.
This leads to waste of the expensive pesticide or fertilizer.
Add CapSil to all of your foliar applications to ensure
consistent spreading of water and chemicals.
With CapSil, you can get more out of the material you are
applying, typically using the lowest label rate, because
every application gets distributed evenly on the leaf
surface for less waste and improved efficacy. This saves
you time and money!

•

Super spreading formulation gives
you greater efficacy at lower, more
economical rates

•

Get complete coverage with every
application

•

Reduce run-off and waste

•

Save money and time.

Capsil vs. The Competition
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All products tested at equivalent rate.

CapSil spreads better than
the competition.
Why trust anything less?

When tested head to head against these other adjuvants, CapSil
is the clear winner. This 100% active blend of organo-silicone and
non-ionic surfactants provides a larger, more uniform spread area,
ensuring complete coverage of all your foliar applications.
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